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Threshold laws for collisional reorientation of electronic angular momentum
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It is shown that the velocity dependence of cross sections for projection-changing transitions in collisions of
paramagnetic atoms or molecules with structureless targets near threshold has the formv2Dm whenDm is even
andv2(Dm11) whenDm is odd, whereDm is the change in the projection quantum number andv is the relative
velocity.
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Recent advances in experiments on ultracold atoms
the generation of ultracold molecules@1–7# have stimulated
research on collisions near energy thresholds. A general t
nique for the production of ultracold atoms and molecules
the buffer gas loading method developed by Doyle and
workers @6,7#. These experiments are based on collisio
equilibration of the translational energy of atoms or m
ecules in elastic collisions with cold buffer gas atoms and
subsequent trapping of cooled molecules in a magnetic fi
This technique can be applied to atoms and molecules
nonzero magnetic moments. The atoms or molecules
trapped in the state with a particular projection of total el
tronic angular momentum. The transitions for which there
a change of the projection remove the atoms or molec
from the trap. The behavior of the cross sections for
projection-changing transitions at very low energies is cr
cal and we discuss it here. We derive threshold laws for
energy dependence of cross sections for projection flipp
in paramagnetic atoms or molecules in collisions with str
tureless targets.

Wigner presented threshold laws for elastic and inela
cross sections@8# and showed that the cross section for
exothermic inelastic process increases inversely as the ve
ity v asv tends to zero producing a finite rate coefficient
zero temperature. He did not consider explicitly scattering
which the only change during the collision is in the proje
tion quantum numberm along a space-fixed axis. The sta
with a defined space-fixed projection of the angular mom
tum u jm& does not correspond to a state with a specific
bital angular momentuml. We consider here the behavior o
the projection-flipping cross sections in the absence of
magnetic field when there is no energy defect between
states with different electronic angular-momentum proj
tions.

The total angular momentum of an atom or a molecuj
can be written as the vector sum of the spin angular mom
tum s and the angular momentumN describing the rotationa
motion of molecules or the orbital motion of electrons@9#:
ĵ 5 ŝ1N̂. In the quantum mechanical formalism of Arthu
and Dalgarno@10#, the scatteringT matrix is obtained for
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total angular momentumJ and total energy from the solutio
of the following system of coupled differential equations:

F d2

dR2
1kj (Ns)

2 2
l ~ l 11!

R2 GF jl
J ~R!

52m(
j 8 l 8

^J j~Ns!l uV̂uJ j8~N8s8!l 8&F j 8 l 8
J

~R!, ~1!

whereR is the center-of-mass separation between the co
ing particles,kj (Ns)5mv, m is the reduced mass of the co
lision complex,v is the relative collision velocity of the
open-shell atom or molecule in the state with the angu
momentumj, l is the orbital angular momentum for the co
lision, and^J j(Ns) l uV̂uJ j8(N8s8) l 8& are the elements of the
interaction potential coupling matrix. The Hamiltonian m
trix is assumed to be diagonal in theuJ j(Ns) l & representa-
tion when R5` @10#. If the interaction potential for the
atom-molecule or atom-atom interaction is expanded in
Legendre series, the interaction potential matrix eleme
can be written as follows@11#:

^J j~Ns!l uV̂uJ j8~N8s8!l 8&

5(
l

Vl~21!2 j 81J1s1l@~2l 11!

3~2l 811!~2 j 11!~2 j 811!~2N11!~2N811!#1/2

3H N j s

j 8 N8 lJ H j l J

l 8 j 8 lJ
3S l l l 8

0 0 0D S N l N8

0 0 0 D , ~2!

whereVl are the terms of the Legendre expansion and
symbols in the curly brackets and parentheses are 6j and 3j
symbols. TheT-matrix elements or the probability ampl
tudes for transitions between the states with defined value
internal and orbital angular momenta can be computed fr
the solution of Eqs.~1! with the usual boundary conditions
The cross sections for the transitions changing the projec
of ĵ with respect to an axis fixed in space are given by
following equation:
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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s jm→ j 8m85
p

kj
2 (

J1
(
J2

(
l

(
ml

(
l 8

(
ml 8

T
jl → j 8 l 8

J1* T
jl → j 8 l 8

J2

3(
M1

(
M2

F j l J 1

m ml M1
GF j l J 2

m ml M2
G

3F j 8 l 8 J1

m8 ml 8 M1
GF j 8 l 8 J2

m8 ml 8 M2
G , ~3!

wherem, ml , andM denote the space-fixed projections ofj,
l, andJ, respectively, and the symbols in the square brack
are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. To derive Eq.~3! we
used the same approach as in Refs.@10,12# with the assump-
tion that collisions occur with random initial direction rela
tive to the quantization axis. Because the cross sections
the projection-flipping transitions~3! are expressed in term
of theT-matrix elements for the transitions between differe
orbital angular-momentum~l! states, we begin by conside
ing the selection rules forl transitions.

One or another of the 3j symbols

S N l N8

0 0 0 D and S l l l 8

0 0 0D
vanishes for oddl except whenN and l both change by odd
integers and for evenl except whenN and l both change by
even integers or zero. Thus there is no coupling betw
even and oddl for the sameN and theT-matrix elements
connecting even and oddl states in the same stateN vanish.
Cross section~3! for the j-projection change is determined b
the sum over theT-matrix elements for the transitions th
preserve the parity of the angular-momentum statesl.

Wigner @8# showed that in the limit of zero relative veloc
ity the square of theTjl → j l 8 matrix element varies as

uTjl → j l 8u
2;v2l 12l 812. ~4!

Whenv is small the cross section for the projection-flippin
transitions will be dominated by theTjl → j l 8 matrix element
for the lowest values ofl and l 8 for which the transition is
possible. The products

F j l J

m ml M GF j l 8 J

m8 ml 8 M G
in Eq. ~3! vanish if l 5 l 850 andmÞm8. The threshold cross
section for theu jm&→u jm6Dm& transition is, therefore, de
termined by the scattering of higher partial waves. The
coupling coefficients in Eq.~3! determine the threshold be
havior of the projection-flipping cross section, which
dependent on the valueDm by which the projection ofĵ is
changed. The corresponding products of the Clebsch-Go
coefficients

F j l J

m ml M GF j l 8 J

m6Dm ml 8 M G
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are nonvanishing only if the transitions changing the proj
tion of ĵ by Dm are accompanied by the same changes of
projection of l according to the relationml 82ml57Dm,
which must hold for the transition from a statem to the state
m6Dm. The change of the orbital angular-momentum p
jection by Dm is allowed for the transitions between th
states for which

l 1 l 85Dm ~5!

whenDm is even and for which

l 1 l 85Dm11 ~6!

when Dm is odd. The contributions from transitions corr
sponding to larger values ofl 1 l 8 fall off more rapidly with
decreasing relative velocityv. Combining the results of Eqs
~5!, ~6!, and ~4! and noting factor 1/v2 in the cross section
~3!, we obtain the following threshold law for theu jm&
→u jm6Dm& cross sections for evenDm:

s jm→ jm6Dm;v2Dm, ~7!

and forDm odd,

s jm→ jm6Dm;v2(Dm11). ~8!

Expression~7! recovers the Wigner law for elastic scatterin
whenDm50.

FIG. 1. Cross sections as functions of energy for projecti
changing transitions in collisions of O(3Pj 52,m52) with 4He:
circles, Dm51, diamonds,Dm52, triangles,Dm53, squares,
Dm54. The slopes of the lines are 2~circles and diamonds! and 4
~squares and triangles!. The corresponding rate coefficients a
given by the following expressions~in cm3 sec21): 5.14
31029T5/2 for Dm51; 8.93310211T5/2 for Dm52; 9.40
31029T9/2 for Dm53; 1.6831029T9/2 for Dm54.
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The functional forms of cross sections~7! and ~8! deter-
mine the limiting temperature dependence of the correspo
ing rate coefficients as follows:

Rm→m8~T!5S 8kBT

pm D 1/2E
0

`

sm→m8e
2E/kBT

EdE

~kBT!2

5AS 8

pm D 1/2

~kBT!a11/2~a11!!, ~9!

wherea5Dm if Dm is even anda5Dm11 if Dm is odd,
A5sm→m8 /Ea is a proportionality constant,kB is the Bolt-
zmann constant, andE is the collision energy.

To demonstrate that Eqs.~7! and ~8! hold for low-energy
scattering, we present in Fig. 1 cross sections for vari
( j 52, m52) → ( j 52, m8) transitions in collisions of
O(3Pj 52) with 4He as functions of collision energy. Th
calculations are performed with realistic interaction pote
tials as described earlier@13#. The three electronic states o
oxygen corresponding toj 50, 1, and 2 were included in th
computations. In order to verify the accuracy of our resu
we repeated the calculations directly in the uncoupled sp
fixed basisu jmj&u lml& and confirmed that the cross sectio
of Fig. 1 are converged to within an uncertainty of 1%. T
( j 52, m52)→( j 52, m851) and (j 52, m52)→( j 52,
m850) cross sections are proportional tov4 and the (j 52,
m52)→( j 52, m8521) and (j 52, m52)→( j 52, m8
522) cross sections are proportional tov8, as predicted.

To summarize, we have derived the threshold laws for
projection-changing transitions in collisions of paramagne
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atoms or molecules with structureless targets. We show
the projection-changing transitions cannot be induced
s-wave collisions if the orbital angular momentum for th
collision remains unchanged. Thus the transitions (l 51)
→( l 851) and (l 50)→( l 852) determine the limiting cross
section for a collision in whichm changes by 1 or 2. The
numerical results show that the dominant contribution to
Dm51 transitions is from the (l 51)→( l 851) cross sec-
tion, while theDm52 transitions are predominantly dete
mined by the (l 50)→( l 852) scattering.

Our derivations apply to scattering for which the Wign
law ~4! is valid for l→ l 8 transitions. If the colliding particles
interact through a long-range potential2Cs /Rs, the
asymptotic form of the scattering wave function is modifi
by the 1/Rs term and the cross section for a single-chan
scattering in the state with angular momentuml follows the
Wigner law only if l ,(s23)/2 @14#. Whenl .(s23)/2, the
square of theT-matrix element varies asuTl→ l u2;v2s24 in-
dependently of l. Whether or not long-range potentia
modify the threshold behavior of off-diagonalT-matrix ele-
ments in a multichannel collision remains to be explored
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